Correction: Heart sounds: a pilot randomized trial to determine the feasibility and acceptability of audio recordings to improve discharge communications for cardiology inpatients protocol


The authors wish to note that Dr. Paul J Barr was the senior author on the project. The correction of this error does not change the results or conclusions of the study, but for clarification, the correct order of authors has been noted below:

Stacey L Schott¹, Michelle D Dannenberg², Shayne E Dodge¹, Jesse A Schoonmaker², Molly M Caisse², A. James O'Malley¹, Martha L. Bruce² and Paul J Barr²

¹Department of Cardiovascular Medicine, Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center, Lebanon, New Hampshire, USA
²The Dartmouth Institute for Health Policy and Clinical Practice, Dartmouth College Geisel School of Medicine, Hanover, New Hampshire, USA
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